
Q1: Why do Fall Protection Systems 
seem to be Engineered to withstand 
forces the human body can’t handle?

Q2: How do you assess the suitability 
of existing structures to anchor fall 
protection systems?



Art of Engineering

"Engineering is
the art of modeling materials we do not wholly 

understand,
into shapes we cannot precisely analyze,

so as to withstand forces we cannot properly assess,
in such a way that the public has no reason to suspect 

the extent of our ignorance."

(Dr. A.R. Sykes, British Institute of Structural Engineers, 1976)



Legal requirement
for

Most North American jurisdictions

• Max impact force: 8 kN (1800 lb) to worker
• Min Anchor Strength:

6 to 22.5 kN (3600 to 5,000 lb) for 1 worker
(FOS = 2 to 2.67)
OR…. ENGINEER (control forces & strength)



How well do we assess the available 
Anchor Strength?
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How well do we know the impact 
force?



How well do we know the impact 
force?
• CSA PEAs deploy at 4/6 kN (900 – 1350 lb) dry
• CSA PEAs deploy at 6/8 kN (1350 – 1800 lb)

when wet & frozen

• ANSI Z359 PEAs can deploy at 1800 lb (8 kN) peak.
• PEAs can bottom out for large free falls & weight to 

generate MUCH greater impacts



How well do we know the impact 
force?

• SRLs often NOT tested as used!
• CSA Z259.2.2 allows up to 11 kN (2500 lb) 

impact with a 0.6m (2 ft) free fall
• Twin Leg systems allow double impact 



How Much Force is Safe for Humans?

• Fighter Pilots in pressure suits sustain 9 G’s 
for several seconds.

• Experts suggest 9 - 10 Gs is safe for short 
durations (Fall Arrest < 0.2s).

• 9 -10 G’s is a lot ……. fatal if sustained for 
long durations.

• Implies a 310 lb worker can safely withstand 
impacts up to 3100 lbs!



Q1: Why do Fall Protection Systems seem to be 
Engineered to withstand forces the human body 
can’t handle?

1. Humans can create significant fall impact forces.
2. Humans can tolerate

significant impact force
for short durations.

3. Regulatory anchor strength
requirements are appropriate!
(16 to 22 kN = 3600 to 5000 lb per worker).

4. Lower anchorage strengths are possible in fully 
engineered systems.



Q2: How do you assess the suitability 
of existing structures to anchor fall 
protection systems?



Engineers can certify lower strength 
anchorage systems (CSA Z259.16-15)

The certification is for the COMPLETE system:
a) Engineer must control forces! – specify & control  

equipment and use parameters
b) Engineer must assess available strength AND

systems ability to absorb energy AND stop the fall 
within available clearance



Deformations are acceptable if no catastrophic failure!
Suitable energy absorption to controls forces:

a) Specify PEAs appropriate to match free falls & 
worker weights the SYSTEM needs to handle.

b) Ensure SRLs are always overhead or have 
suitable braking (energy absorption) mechanism  

4 kN/1.5m deployment 3 kN/0.3m deployment
900 lb/5 ft deployment 675 lb/1 ft deployment

Controlling Forces:



Evaluate if ductile behaviour occurs AND is safe. 
When Engineering calculations show marginal 
capacity, conduct tests:

a) Static and then Dynamic Testing
b) Typically discover greater capacity than 

calculated.

Assessing Strength:
> 8 kN-m (6,000 ft-lb) 
energy absorbed



Case Studies:
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Case Studies:

Snaphooks on Step Bolts



1055 lb (4.7 kN) 
dynamic

Before Test

2500 lb (11 kN)  
static

Case Studies:

Light Gauge Steel Tower

1170 lb 
(5.2 kN) 
static 
failure



Q2: How do you assess the suitability of 
existing structures to anchor fall protection 
systems?

Engineer to Meet CSA Z259.16
1. Design equipment/system to properly control forces
2. If strength is low, evaluate energy absorption
3. If capacity is still marginal, conduct tests
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